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FEDERAL ADVOCACY
Progress on the Federal Advocacy group is ongoing! ASEC,
the British Columbia Federation of Students, and the
Saskatchewan Polytechnic Students' Association, having
created a Cabinet team of voting members from each
province, have recently decided on a new logo- which you
can see gracing the front page of this very newsletter.
Special thanks to Reece Skjonsby from the Saskatchewan
Polytech Students' Association for the graphics design and
finishing details. You will notice that the water in the logo
matches the ASEC green!

THE AB 2030 SKILLS FOR JOBS REVIEW
The Reviewers have continued interviews and roundtable
discussions midway through January, and ASEC has learned that
stakeholder consultation will continue into February; only after
that can we expect an initial report- potentially even as late as
March.
This change is in part due to student groups from across the
province, especially ASEC, insisting on a more comprehensive
discussion on the topic of tuition increases and the issue of
deconsolidation.

HOLIDAYS AT THE ASEC HOME OFFICE
Welcome back!!
We hope everyone took the time to make the most of the quarantine and rest, as we all did. The ASEC staff
enjoyed the time off, filling our time with lots of rest and food. Also, most of our office plants survived, which
is a bonus! Take care of yourselves, and reach out if you need assistance now that we are into the new year
and our new projects!

MEMER
OF THE
MONTH
Logan
Beauchamp

A well-known memelord, Logan has joined the ranks of such seasoned memesters as Emma
Doris and Jonas Bystrom, crowned Queen and King of memes, respectively.
Known himself by such hit memes as "Emmanauel Accidentally Says Saskatchewan" Dec
4th, and "Jon Photo-shopped into the moon landing" July 21st, Logan has contributed
greatly to the ASEC culture of accountability by immortalizing all manor of events in comic
imagining through memes.
To our first Memer of the Month, Logan Beauchamp- VP External, SARDC

